Egg Lesson Plan
Language and Literacy
Draw or trace eggs on construction paper and cut out to play the Egg Hunt Game.

The Egg Hunt
Construction Paper Eggs or Plastic Eggs, use objects if you don’t have eggs.

Place in front of student if working on colors or hide eggs if working on positional words.

The colorful egg hunt has begun.
Easter Bunny is ready for fun.
So listen well and play this game.
(Bring/Find) the egg when you hear its name. OR

Bring the object when you hear its’ color name.

Easter Bunny has been looking around
For an egg of the color _________. (BROWN) (You can have the student try to figure out the rhyme)
That surely made him a happy fellow,
Now look around for an egg that’s _________. (YELLOW)
Brown and yellow, that makes two.
But how he’d like an egg that’s________. (BLUE)
“Blue is fine,” the bunny said,
“But now I need an egg that’s ______.” (RED)
An orange egg would make his day,
So bring an orange without delay. (Nothing rhymes with ORANGE)
Orange is, indeed, quite a sight.
Now let’s fing one as black as night.
Purple, purple, where’s that one?
Why, here it is: oh, this is fun.
He needs an egg that’s just right.
And yours is just plain ______. (WHITE)
These are the loveliest eggs I’ve seen.
But bunny needs an egg that’s ________. (GREEN)
The egg collection will be fine, I think,
Once we find the egg that’s _______. (PINK)
How many eggs have you shared with me?
Let’s take a count and we will see.

Math - Use an egg carton and plastic eggs. Write numerals on eggs and inside carton. Match numbers as you go on an
egg hunt. Remember to use positional words for clues.
Science – Record the weather each day on paper or calendar. Tie a string onto a Walmart bag to test if it’s windy. This
can also be used as a kite. Decorate it and run around outside.
Social – Take turns hiding eggs for siblings and parents.

Fine Motor – Decorating Eggs
Make an example sheet of lines. (New vocabulary)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dashed Line _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Wavy Line
Dotted line . . . . . . . . . .
Straight line ____________
Curved line (Rainbow)
Zig Zag Line

Draw an Egg Shape and use different lines (left to right) and colors to decorate it. Cut it out.
Math Extension – roll the die and that is the line you have to make on your egg.

Gross Motor – Balance plastic egg on spoon. Fly Walmart bag kite outside. Do egg hunts. Use side walk chalk to
decorate eggs with lines outside (on hands and knees, larger stokes).

